BEER MENU

The crew at the Boathouse is proud
to serve you some of the finest beers
from around the world.
"I am a firm believer in the people. If given
the truth, they can be depended upon to
meet any national crisis. The great point is to
bring them the real facts, and beer."
-Abraham
Lincoln

Cheers to that!
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SPECIALTY BOTTLES...
DOMESTIC
ALLAGASH DUBBEL - Maine - 7.6% ABV - A dark-amber color,
medium bodied Belgian Style Ale, made with a combination
of 7 different malts, a special sugar, and a Belgian yeast
strain. The result is a beer with a complex, malty taste and
remarkably clean finish - 25.4 oz. - 13.00
ALLAGASH WHITE - Maine - 5% ABV - An interpretation of a
traditional Belgian wheat beer, Allagash White is unique
and truly refreshing. Brewed with a generous portion of
wheat and our own special blend of spices, this beer is light
and slightly cloudy in appearance, with a spicy aroma. 12 oz. - 6.00
BROOKLYN BROWN ALE - New York - 5.5% ABV - Made
exclusively with American ingredients using pale, crystal,
chocolate, and black malts to attain a complex creamy
texture. It is more heavily hopped than the traditional
British version. - 12 oz. - 5.00
BROOKLYN LOCAL 1 - New York - 9% ABV - A Belgian inspired
special release brewed in the Saison style, or
perhaps the Tripel style. "It's pretty much its own self." It is
based on Fortitude, a Brooklyn brew previously sold on draft
and brewed with Demerara Cane Sugar and Belgian yeast.
100% bottle refermented to give it a champagne quality. 25.4 oz. - 13.00
BROOLKYN LOCAL 2 - New York - 9% ABV - They combined
European malt and hops, Belgian dark sugar, and raw
wildflower honey from a New York family farm to create
Local 2. Their special Belgian yeast adds hints of spice to
the dark fruit, caramel, and chocolate flavors. - 25.4 oz. 13.00
DOGFISH HEAD 90 MINUTE IPA - Delaware - 9% ABV - This is
a bottle-conditioned "Imperial" India Pale Ale, brewed with
a constant, 90-minute addition of Cascade, Columbus and
Chinook Hops and a substantial hit of English two-row
barley, then dry-hopped to boot. If this one doesn't make
your lips purse, nothing will. - 12 oz. - 6.00
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…DOMESTIC
LAGUNITAS HOP STOOPID - California - 8.2% ABVAn enjoyable, well-balanced Imperial IPA which pours
clean copper color with a big tan head and has lots of
grapefruit in the nose. - 22 oz. - 9.50
NORTH COAST OLD RASPUTIN - California - 8.9% ABV This Imperial Stout is named after Rasputin, the
Russian mystic who was the ultimate downfall of Czar
Nicholas II. Deep black in color and very complex, it is a
rich and intense brew with a robust palate, a fruity nose
and a warming finish. - 12 oz. - 6.00
ROGUE HAZELNUT BROWN NECTAR - Oregon - 6.5% ABV A nutty twist to a traditional European Brown Ale. A dark
brown beer with a hazelnut aroma, rich nutty flavor and
smooth malty finish. - 22 oz. - 12.50
STONE ARROGANT BASTARD - California - 7.2% ABV A strong ale replete with hops yet enough malt flavor to
offset the initial assault, making it a well-balanced and
intensely bitter beer. It is a deep reddish brown in color
and very aromatic. In the mouth, Arrogant Bastard is
rich, full and complex and not a beer for the faint of heart.
- 22 oz. - 9.50
VICTORY GOLDEN MONKEY - Pennsylvania - 9.5% ABV Enchanting and enlightening! A Belgian style golden,
frothy ale which boasts an intriguing herbal aroma,
warming alcohol esters on the tongue and a light, but firm
body to finish. Exotic spices such as coriander seed add
subtle notes to both the aroma and flavor. Strong, sensual
and satisfying. - 25 oz. - 12.50
VICTORY HOPDEVIL - Pennsylvania - 6.7% ABV - It is
bold, spicy and menacingly delicious, hopped with
American whole flowers while offering an aromatic punch
and following through with a lasting, full-bodied finish. 12 oz. - 5.50

“The problem with the world is that everyone is a few drinks
behind.” - Humphrey Bogart
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…DOMESTIC
WEYERBACHER BLITHERING IDIOT - Pennsylvania - 11.1% ABV Brewed true to European style guidelines. A barley wine that is
on the malty side, yet not overly sweet. The finish is warm and
fruity and leaves you begging for the next sip. 12 oz. - 6.50
BELGIUM
BRASSERIE D'ACHOUFFE HOUBLON CHOUFFE - 9% ABV A Belgian interpretation of an IPA, Houblon Chouffe is actually
called "Houblon Chouffe Dobbelen IPA Tripel" on the bottle. A
unique marriage between the English tradition of IPAs, the
American new revolution of Imperial IPAs and the classic
Belgian way of brewing. Call it what you will, Imperial IPA or a
Tripel on steroids, Houblon Chouffe is just plain marvelous. 25 oz. - 17.00
CHIMAY GRAND RESERVE - 9% ABV - “Chimay Blue” is
principally distinguished by its strong character. It begins with
a pleasant aroma of fresh yeast with a light, flowery rosy touch.
Tasting only accentuates the pleasant sensations perceived in
the aroma, while revealing a light but pleasant touch of roasted
malt. - 25 oz. - 17.00
CHIMAY PREMIERE RED - 7% ABV - “Chimay Red” is noted for its
coppery color and creamy head. It has a light, fruity apricot
aroma produced by the fermentation and those nuances are
confirmed upon first taste and enhanced by a light touch of
bitterness. This top fermented Trappist beer, refermented
in the bottle, is not pasteurized. - 12 oz. - 8.00
CORSENDONK BROWN - 8% ABV - This Belgian Abbey Brown
Ale, is a strong, burgundy-colored ale in the style of the classic
Trappist brews of Belgium. It has a very distinctive bouquet:
yeasty, fruity and slightly smoky. On the palate, it has notes of
port, raisins and black chocolate. Matures greatly with age,
becoming softer, smoother and deeper in palate. - 12 oz. - 8.00
DELIRIUM TREMENS - 9% ABV - Developed with three different
yeasts, this beer has a beautiful blond and coppery color and a
compact and abundant head. With traces of coriander and
orange, Delirium Tremens has a pleasant bitterness to the taste.
- 12 oz. - 9.50
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…BELGIUM
DUVEL - 8.5% ABV - Duvel is a 100% pure and natural beer,
with no additives or preservatives. And you can taste the
difference immediately. Its surprisingly high alcohol
content, huge, creamy head, delicate effervescence and
silky smooth mouth feel is what distinguishes Duvel from
other Belgian beers. - 12 oz. - 8.00
KASTEEL BELGIAN TRIPEL - 11% ABV - Kasteel bier Gouden
Tripel is characterized by its outstanding blend of noble
malts and hops, which lends it a refined aroma and
exceptional flavor. Beer guru Michael Jackson describes it
as "soft, creamy, nutty, and rounded, with a vanilla note.” 25 oz. - 13.00
LINDEMANS FRAMBOISE - 5% ABV - Lindeman's has a little
liveliness, a deep bloody red color and a pink head. Unlike
most Belgian brews, the head quickly disappears. The beer
is light on the palate and drinks as easily as a sweet cider.
The flavor, as raspberry tends to be, is predominantly
sweet, and it’s also sweetened to cover the tartness. - 12 oz.
- 10.50
OMMEGANG HENNEPIN - 7.7% ABV - This hoppy farmhouse
style ale has a champagne like effervescence with a crisp
but light on the tongue finish. Similar to the Belgian
Saison style, this beer serves well as an aperitif. Hennepin
has a majestic golden hue. The style is called Grisette or
farmhouse and is considered to be in the domain of the
Belgian Saisons. - 24 oz. - 13.00
PIRAAT - 10.5% ABV - A Triple Flemish IPA, strong golden
ale that is full bodied and presents a fruity aroma. It has a
faint trace of sweetness offset by spicy bitterness. - 12 oz. 8.00
ST. BERNARDUS 12 - 10% ABV - Full-bodied, creamy and
known for its wonderful complexity, this brew has a spicy
apple and cherry-like nose with a sweet alcoholic finish. 12 oz. - 10.00
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…BELGIUM
TRAPPISTES ROCHEFORT 10 - 11.3% ABV - Dark color, full and very
impressive taste. Strong plum, raisin, and black currant palate,
with ascending notes of vinousness and other
complexities.
Full of the dried fruit and sweet maltiness that is characteristic of
Belgian ales. Very much like an old ale. Rich and full-bodied. 12oz. - 13.00
TRIPEL KARMELIET - 8% ABV - A deliciously sweet,
multi-grain Tripel with great finesse and complexity. Wheat,
barley and oats are all used as malts to create a light
crispness and creamy sweetness, while the yeast
provides vanilla and banana character. - 12 oz. - 9.50
WESTMALLE TRIPEL - 9.5% ABV - A classic beer that actually
defines its style. A magnificently complex, wondrously strong,
golden ale which is the best known and most respected beer from
this marvelous Belgian Trappist brewery.
- 12 oz.
- 10.00
CANADA
UNIBROUE LA FIN DU MONDE - 9% ABV - An exquisite blond
triple, with champagne like effervescence and subtle,
lingering flavors. Full bodied, with a warm and mellowing
effect. “Liquid Gold.” - 11.2 oz. - 6.50
UNIBROUE MAUDITE - 8% ABV - Maudite is a Belgian style strong
russet ale, a powerful brew which is very mellow on the palate
with a lasting aftertaste. - 11.2 oz. - 6.50
ENGLAND
SAM SMITH’S OATMEAL STOUT - 5% ABV - Popular in the late
1800’s, the last oatmeal stout was brewed before the First World
War until Samuel Smith reintroduced this style in 1980. It is
almost opaque in color, with an unusually silky texture and
complex, bitter sweet finish. - 12 oz. - 6.50
STRONGBOW CIDER - Hereford - 5.3% ABV - A crisp, premium
imported cider from the U.K. which delivers maximum
refreshment in an authentic, traditional English recipe.
is fermented with a controlled yeast strain. - 12 oz. - 5.50

It

YOUNG’S DOUBLE CHOCOLATE STOUT - 5% ABV - A dark, ruby
colored stout, almost black from a distance with a distinctive
chocolate flavor with a smooth and velvety finish. Melted
chocolate bars are added to the boil and the essence is added after
filtration. - 16.9 oz. Can - 6.50
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GERMANY
AYINGER CELEBRATOR - 6.7% ABV - Full-bodied and velvety
from a half a years aging, this brew is strong but not
overpowering. Celebrator has complex fruitiness of roasted
malt and whole hop flowers. Despite its richness it has a
faintly smoky dryness in its finish. - 12oz. - 6.50
FRANZISKANER DUNKEL WEISSBIER - 5% ABV - Deep in color,
this beer reveals its true color in fruity complex flavors of
malts, caramel and yeast; ending with a clove taste that
comes through the sweet maltiness. - 16.9oz - 6.00
FRANZISKANER WEISSBIER - 5% ABV- This Hefe-Weiss is
noted for its agreeable level of carbonation and its natural
cloudiness. It is brewed from wheat malt, barley malt, hops,
top fermenting yeast and water according to a time honored
Bavarian recipe. 16.9 oz.- 6.00
REISSDORF KOELSCH - 4.8% ABV - A light and delicious beer
with a slightly minty aroma and sweet malt flavor, topped off
with a crisp, dry finish. Only beers brewed in the city of
Cologne may be called Koelsch. - 16 oz. - 8.00
SCHNEIDER AVENTINUS - 8% ABV - Dark ruby in color and has
an intense, clove-like aroma. It is full-bodied and compact
with a hint of caramel and finishes with a light and delicate
taste of bitters leaving behind a strong, smoothly rounded,
sour impression. - 16 oz. - 8.00
WIEHENSTEPHANER HEFE-WEISSEN - 5% ABV - This
refreshing and simultaneously invigorating weissbier has a
fine, yeasty taste that brings pleasure to even the most
fastidious palate. A cloudy, yeasty and deliciously Bavarian
treat. - 12 oz. - 6.50
HOLLAND
GROLSCH - 5% ABV - Grolsch owes its superb quality to the
selection of the finest natural ingredients, the traditional
bottom fermentation brewing process and the combination of
two hop types. The result a distinctive, full bodied and crisp
taste that has been developed through almost four centuries
of crafted brewing tradition. - 16.9 oz. - 6.00
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MORE BOTTLES...
JAMAICA
RED STRIPE - 5% ABV - A refreshing, easygoing lager from
the most laid-back country in the world. - 12oz. - 5.00
MEXICO
NEGRA MODELO - 4.9% ABV - A satisfying dark lager from
Mexico with a dry smooth finish. - 12 oz. - 5.00
PACIFICO CLARA - 4.5% ABV - A pilsner type, that dates back
to the 1900’s. Since 1985, it has been exported mainly to
the west coast USA, where is has gained strong recognition
for its clean, perfect finish. - 12 oz. - 5.00
SCOTLAND
ORKNEY SKULLSPLITTER - 8.5% ABV - A reddish colored ale
that has an intense vinous nose and deep, rich, fruity
notes. Skullsplitter is rich and satiny in the mouth with a
long, dry finish. - 12oz. - 6.50

16 OZ. ALUMINUM BOTTLES
… BUDWEISER… … BUD LIGHT… …BUD LIGHT LIME…
ALSO AVAILABLE IN BOTTLES

AMSTEL LIGHT
BLUE MOON
BUDWEISER—BUD LIGHT
COORS LIGHT
CORONA—CORONA LIGHT

HEINEKEN—HEINEKEN LIGHT
MICHELOB—MICHELOB ULTRA
MILLER LITE
MOLSON
O’DOULS

ROLLING ROCK
SAM ADAMS LIGHT
SMIRNOFF ICE
TWISTED TEA
YUENGLING LAGER
YUENGLING LAGER LIGHT

"Instead of water we got here a draught of beer,...
a lumberer's drink, which would acclimate and naturalize
a man at once, which would make him see green, and,
if he slept, dream that he heard the wind sough among
the pines."
-- Henry David Thoreau (1817-1862)
"It was as natural as eating and to me as necessary, and I would
not have thought of eating a meal without drinking beer."
-- Ernest Hemingway (1899-1961)
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DRAUGHT BEERS...
The Boathouse is happy to bring you some of the finest
draft beer products from around the World.
In order to keep the selection as good as it is,
we frequently rotate our drafts to bring in the best beers
each season. Due to the alcohol levels in some of these
beers, we sometimes limit them to one size only, but only
when we feel it is absolutely necessary.
Cheers!
~The Crew~
DRAUGHT COMBINATIONS
BLACK SMITH - 5.7% ABV - Guinness floated on top of Smithwick's
BLACK AND TAN – 4.3% ABV - Guinness floated on top of Lager
HALF AND HALF – 4.6% ABV - Guinness floated on top of Harp

SEASONAL CRAFTS
Please check with your server for the availability of our seasonal crafts
SIERRA NEVADA - CHICO, CA - Sierra Nevada has a proud history as
one of the pioneers of the craft brewing industry and also as a
brewer of award winning beer since 1981.
SAMUEL ADAMS - Boston, MA - Samuel Adams has won more than 650
awards and competitions around the globe, more than any other
beer in history.
DOGFISH HEAD - Milton, DE - International beer writer Michael
Jackson calls Dogfish Head "America's most interesting and
adventurous small brewery."

CASK CONDITIONED BEERS:
(Cask ale or cask-conditioned beer is the term for unfiltered and
unpasteurized beer which is conditioned and served from a cask
without additional nitrogen or carbon dioxide pressure.)
VICTORY HOP DEVIL IPA: It is bold, spicy and menacingly delicious,
hopped with American whole flowers which offers an aromatic punch
and then follows through with a lasting, full-bodied finish. 6.7% ABV
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BELGIUM
CHIMAY WHITE - 9% ABV - Sweet, tart balance up-front with a unique
bitterness on the tongue. One size only.
LINDEMANS FRAMBOISE - 5% ABV - Magnificent aroma, delicate
palate of raspberries with undertones of fruity acidity; elegant,
sparkling clean natural taste. One size only.
DUVEL SINGLE - Duvel Single is a 6.8% ABV draught variant of
Belgium’s best selling specialty ale Duvel 8.5% ABV. The Single
Fermentation refers to the fact that it undergoes just one
fermentation process. This gives it a gentle hoppiness, a mild
aroma, and a subtle, fruity bite. One size only.
STELLA ARTOIS - 5.2% ABV - A great example of a classic European
blond pilsner. Full bodied yet exceptionally thirst quenching.
ABBEY LEFFE BLONDE - 6.5% ABV - Made with clear malt, this brew
is blond in color and has a bubbly, thick head. With toffee in its
aroma, Leffe Blonde is a pleasant, complex and well rounded beer.
HOEGAARDEN - 5% ABV - Hoegaarden Wit is made from a mix of
malted barley and wheat, hops, coriander and Curacao are then
added to the boil. The result is a refreshing, very pale beer, lightly
tart, mellow, with a sweet-sour overlay.
IRELAND
GUINNESS STOUT - 4.3% ABV - The premier dry stout, creamy with
mild smoke and caramel flavors with a long bitter finish.
HARP - 5% ABV - A world favorite lager. Light and well balanced.
SMITHWICKS IRISH AMBER - 5.1% ABV - Pours a brilliantly deep
copper color with a majestic light tan head.
HOLLAND
AMSTEL LIGHT - 3.5% ABV - A highly carbonated thirst quencher
with a more bitter finish than most lagers.
HEINEKEN - 5% ABV - A Golden European Lager that is crisp on the
palate and slightly metallic at the finish.
ENGLAND
NEWCASTLE BROWN ALE - 4.7% ABV - The beer's distinctive
character comes from the use of brown sugar in its brewing, the
result being a subtle but complex sweetness and smoothness to the
brew. Relatively smooth for its strong flavor, its deep caramel color
accentuated by a full rich head.
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ROTATING DRAFTS…
**DOGFISH HEAD 60 MINUTE IPA** - Milton, DE
6.1%ABV - A session IPA brewed with Warrior, Amarillo
and Mystery Hop X. This beer is made with Dogfish
Head's unique continuous hopping program, The result
is a beer which is extremely hoppy without being overly
bitter.
RIVER HORSE HIPP-O-LATERN - Lambertville,NJ - 9%
ABV - Imperial pumpkin ale brewed with pumpkin puree
& spices. It pours a hazy orange body and has notes of
light caramel, cinnamon and pumpkin spices. A delicious
fall brew!
**SAMUEL ADAMS SUMMER ALE** - Boston MA 5.3%ABV - An American wheat ale. This summer
seasonal uses malted wheat as well as lemon zest and
grains of paradise. All of these come together to create a
quenching, clean finishing beer perfect for those warm
Summer days.
DESCHUTES MIRROR POND IPA-Portland, OR - 5% ABV
- A distinct hop nose and hop-forward flavor make Mirror
Pond the quintessential pale ale. It is aromatically
complex, multi-layered, and unmistakably “right”.
FLYING FISH FARMHOUSE SUMMER ALE - Cherry Hill,
NJ - 4% ABV - A tribute to the highly drinkable "every
day" beers from French-speaking Belgium. Contains
Belgian two-row pale malt and 7% wheat. This beer is
lightly filtered with an earthy, spicy hop character from
imported Styrian Goldings hops and a beautiful rich
creamy head from the wheat.
MYSTIC BRIDGE IPA - Pawcatuck, CT - 6% ABV - Mystic
Bridge pours a hazy amber color and has a citrusy nose
with bready notes. Lots of hop fruitiness and yeast notes
on the palate.
DARK HORSE SAPIENT TRIP ALE - Marshall, MI - 8.5%
ABV - A traditional Belgian Triple. The flavors are
incredibly complex with notes of mild fruit and finishes
with a bit of clove.
**BOLD** DENOTES $3.00 DURING HAPPY HOURMONDAY-FRIDAY 5-7PM
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MORE ROTATING DRAFTS…
LEFFE BLONDE - Leuven, Belgium– 6.6% ABV - Made
with clear malt, this brew is blond in color and has a
bubbly, thick head. With toffee in it’s aroma, Leffe
Blonde is a pleasant, complex and well rounded beer.
XX SPECIAL LAGER - Mexico - 5.6% ABV - Fresh, crisp
and golden. It’s more like a pilsner than a traditional
lager.
ROGUE DAD’S LITTLE HELPER BLACK IPA - Newport,
OR - 7.2% ABV - Deep mahogany in color with roasted
malt and hop aromas and a dense creamy head. It enters
the palate with intense hop flavor and coats the tongue
with a rich maltiness from the Rogue Farms Risk Malt.
**STONE IPA**- San Diego, CA - 6.9% ABV - True to
style with a huge hop aroma, flavor and bitterness
throughout. It has a deep golden color and a medium
malt character to go along with the abundant and crisp
hop flavors.
**STRAUB SPECIAL DARK** - St. Mary’s, PA - 4.1%
ABV - The color and aroma of a traditional American
lager but there is a bit more sweetness behind with a bit
of caramel and nuttiness thrown in as well.
SAM ADAMS LATITUDE 48 IPA (Hallertau Hops) Boston, MA - 4.87% ABV - The combination of hops in
this beer creates a distinctive but not overpowering hop
character. The hop character is balanced by a slight
sweetness and full body from the malt blend.
VICTORY HOP DEVIL - Downingtown, PA - 6.7% ABV Menacingly delicious, with the powerful, aromatic punch
of whole flower American hops backed up by rich,
German malts. Hop devil Ale offers a rollercoaster ride
of flavor, coasting to a smooth finish that satisfies fully.
TROEG’S SUNSHINE PILS - Harrisburg, PA - 5.3% ABV Hand crafted using only malted barley, Saaz hops, and
bottom fermenting yeast. It delivers a refreshing hop
bitterness and zesty, vibrant finish.
**BOLD** DENOTES $3.00 DURING HAPPY HOURMONDAY-FRIDAY 5-7PM
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